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Abstract
Although recent research has highlighted how relationship information influences moral
judgment, many questions remain unexplored. In two experiments (N=817), we investigated one
kind of relationship and its link to morality: genetic kinship and the obligations it entails. By
broadening the theoretical and methodological scope of prior work, the current research offers a
richer characterization of the determinants and consequences of perceiving special obligations to
family. Experiment 1 systematically varied genetic relatedness between potential helpers and
beneficiaries, investigating how relatedness impacts perceived obligations to help and
subsequent moral evaluations of helpers. Experiment 2 investigated how moral values impact
perceptions of obligations, and how perceived obligations directly influence moral evaluations.
Results replicated past research and revealed multiple novel effects. Before helping occurred,
agents were judged as having stronger obligations to help close genetic relatives than distant
genetic relatives, and stronger obligations to help distant genetic relatives than strangers. After
helping occurred, agents who helped strangers were judged as more morally good than agents
who helped relatives, but agents who helped strangers instead of relatives were judged as less
morally good than agents who did the opposite. Notably, perceived obligations directly
influenced moral judgments in contexts where agents helped one beneficiary over another.
Additionally, endorsement of family values and ingroup loyalty correlated positively with
obligation judgments to help relatives, whereas endorsement of impartial beneficence correlated
positively associated with obligation judgments to help strangers. These experiments illuminate
that moral values and relatedness are important determinants of perceived obligations and their
effects on moral judgment.
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Introduction
I kno I ho ld ha e been i h o a ch a diffic l ho
b you would not have liked
me to leave them [the lepers] uncared for. I would have had my pleasure of your company
onl a he co of hope and a pi a ion of he poo , helple , lepe
Do o eall hink i
is right to have me by your side in these circumstances?
-

Mo all

Excerpt from Strangers Drowning (MacFarquhar, 2015)

peaking, man of he o ie in La i a MacFa q ha

book Strangers

Drowning are simultaneously inspiring and confusing. For example, as in the excerpt above,
readers are introduced to a man who devotes his life to living among and caring for sick
strangers lepers rendering him a moral exemplar. However, the excerpt is taken from a letter
to his wife who at the time had fallen very ill herself and who, along with their ill infant, had to
a el a a f om he h band fo

ea men . The e de ail , ide b

ide, de ac f om he man

moral status and raise key questions about folk moral psychology.
In the current paper, we build on recent research that has begun to investigate questions
that arise from situations in which the welfare of unknown strangers is pitted against the welfare
of close others (Everett, Fabir, Savulescu, & Crockett, 2018; Hughes, 2017; Marshall, Wynn, &
Bloom, 2020; Marshall et al., in prep; McManus, Kleiman-Weiner, & Young, 2020).
Importantly, we go beyond prior work

in theory, methods, and measures

by conducting two

experiments investigating: (1) Whether beliefs about prosocial obligations depend on the degree
of genetic relatedness between the helper and the helped; (2) Whether and how different moral
values influence beliefs about obligations to help closely related, distantly related, and unrelated
others; and (3) Whether differences in perceived obligation strength directly influence
differences in moral evaluations of helpers.
Literature Review
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Recently, many empirical studies (e.g., Curry, Jones Chesters, & van Lissa, 2019;
Curry, Mullins, & Whitehouse, 2019; Everett et al., 2018; Hughes, 2017; Hughes, Creech, &
Strosser, 2016; Kurzban, DeScioli, & Fein, 2012; Lee & Holyoak, 2020; Lieberman & Lobel,
2012; Marshall et al., 2020; Marshall et al, in prep; McManus et al., 2020; Simpson, Laham, &
Fiske, 2016; Sznycer, De Smet, Billingsley & Lieberman, 2016; Tepe & Aydinli-Karakulak
(2019); Uhlmann, Zhu, Pizarro, & Bloom, 2012; Waytz, Dungan, & Young, 2013; Weidman,
Sowden, Berg, & Kross, 2019) and conceptual analyses (e.g., Curry, 2016; Hester & Gray, 2020;
Marshall, 2020; Rai & Fiske, 2011; Schein, 2020; Tomasello, 2020) have focused on, and argued
in favor of, the importance of understanding relationship ties in moral judgments and moral
behavior. As the space of relationships is large and multidimensional, morality within this space
will be incredibly complex. Here, we start mapping this terrain by zeroing in on a specific kind
of relationship and its link to morality: genetic kinship and the obligations it entails (i.e., familial
obligations).
A Sense Of Familial Obligation
First, we review evidence that people predict they themselves would be more likely to
help and protect their family members, compared to non-family. We argue that the evidence
points to a sense of familial obligation that is absent in the case of non-family.
Research abounds suggesting that people are more willing to help genetic kin than nonkin. For example, when imagining an acquaintance who was in danger through no fault of their
own, or a sibling who was in danger because of their own negligence (e.g., drinking and driving),
people reported being more willing to help an irresponsible sibling (Greitemeyer, Rudolph, &
Weiner, 2003). Relatedly, when someone needs help, the degree of genetic relatedness between a
helper and hypothetical beneficiary increases self-reported willingness to help: people reported
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being most likely to help a sibling, next most likely to help a cousin, and least likely to help an
acquaintance if they had time to help only one person (Burnstein, Crandall, & Rudolph, 1994).
While this pattern held in non-life-threatening scenarios, discrimination among potential
beneficiaries was seen to an even greater extent for life-threatening scenarios. Similarly, people
report being more willing to help full siblings than half siblings or step siblings (Sznycer et al.,
2016). Finally, when contemplating hypothetical donations, people also predicted that they
would donate more money to a family member (e.g., mother) than to a friend or stranger when
each needed identical medical care (Passarelli & Buchanan, 2020).
In a convincing in-lab experiment, investigating actual prosocial behavior, Madsen et al.
(2007) monetarily incentivized engagement in uncomfortable physical exercise (i.e., wall
squats), paying more to those who held the position for longer. The critical manipulation varied
the identity of the monetary beneficiary, including, among others, a 50% genetic relative, a 25%
genetic relative, and a 12.5% genetic relative. People held the uncomfortable position for longer
when the beneficiary was a 50% genetic relative (e.g., parent or sibling) than when the
beneficiary was a 25% (e.g., grandparent) or a 12.5% genetic relative (e.g., cousin).
In addition, people are sensitive to these distinctions when contemplating decisions that
would protect their kin. People were more certain that they would report a stranger than a sibling
for committing identical crimes (Lee & Holyoak, 2020). A similar effect occurred when people
imagined a distant other (e.g., stranger, acquaintance) versus a close other (e.g., romantic partner,
nuclear family member) committing identical crimes, and especially for serious versus mild
crimes (e.g., blackmail versus illegally downloading music); therefore, people may be especially
unwilling to report close versus distant others for serious crimes (Weidman et al., 2019). In other
work, people epo ed ha ha

o ld be le

likel
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o blo

he hi le

hen h po he ical

perpetrators were family members versus close friends, acquaintances, or strangers (Waytz et al.,
2013). Moreover, people reported being more willing to help pay off a hypothetical
an g e o

fine hen he an g e o

a de c ibed a a famil membe , a oppo ed o a

classmate or foreigner (Linke, 2012).
People p edic ion about their behavior in moral dilemmas also reveals dependence on
whether or not the agents to be sacrificed are genetic relatives (Bleske-Rechek, Nelson, Baker,
Remike , & B and , 2010; K

ban, DeScioli, & Fein, 2012; Pe ino ich, O Neill, & Jo gen en,

1993). Overall, the available evidence suggests that people experience a sense of familial
obligation. Moreover, people may experience an especially strong obligation to help or protect
their closest family members (e.g., siblings and parents), compared to more distant family
members (e.g., cousins) or non-family.
Perceptions Of Familial Obligations And Their Role In Moral Evaluations
Although it seems clear that people themselves experience a sense of familial obligation,
whether people believe others ought to adhere to these obligations, and whether these beliefs
play a role in their moral evaluations of others, is an area of ongoing research. We next review
evidence suggesting people indeed believe that others ought to adhere to familial obligations, as
revealed by differences in third-person judgments of those in positions to help family members
versus non-family.
People make moral judgments that are consistent with a belief that others have special
obligations to family. When presented with stories of agents who could engage in helping
behavior, for example, adolescents and young adults judged that ultimately not helping genetic
relatives (e.g., parents/children) was more wrong than not helping non-genetic relatives (e.g.,
sister-in-law; see Killen & Turiel, 1998). Relatedly, people judged not donating bone marrow to
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a critically in-need patient as more wrong when the in-need pa ien

a he po en ial dono

cousin compared to a stranger (Baron & Miller, 2000). Additionally, when considering stories of
agents whose personal desires conflicted with requests to spend time with or support a close
o he , mo e people j dged ha an agen

f lfilling hei pe onal de i e o ld be naccep able

when the requester was a family member, compared to a friend (Neff, Turiel, & Anshel, 2002).
Similar judgments have been investigated in the context of prosocial dilemmas. Specifically,
agents who chose to help a larger number of strangers instead of a family member were judged
as less moral than agents who helped a family member instead of a larger number of strangers
(Hughes, 2017), which replicated when people judged agents who simply endorsed helping a
larger number of strangers instead of a family member (Everett et al., 2018). Similarly, Law et
al. (under review) demonstrated that helping a larger number of socially distant others (e.g.,
people in another country) instead of a smaller number of socially close others (e.g., family
members or friends) is judged as less morally acceptable than doing the opposite. Hughes (2017)
and Everett et al. (2018) offered violation of an obligation as one potential mechanism for these
effects, though they did not explicitly test for this.
In more recent work, McManus et al. (2020) built on these findings by experimentally
controlling for social distance and reciprocity, describing family members as otherwise like
ange (e.g., ha ing no een o poken o one ano he in ea

), and

ing gene ic ela i e

that were distantly related (e.g., cousin) to the target agent. In these experiments, non-dilemmas
e e al o in e iga ed (i.e., con e

in hich i

a clea ha an agen

helping omeone did

not come at the cost of neglecting someone else), with agents who helped a stranger being
judged as more morally good than agents who helped a family member. However, in prosocial
dilemmas (like those used in Hughes, 2017; Everett et al., 2018; Law et al., under review), agents
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who helped a stranger instead of a family member were judged as less morally good than agents
who helped a family member instead of a stranger. In an additional variant, agents who simply
failed to help a stranger were judged as less morally bad than agents who failed to help a family
member. Importantly, McManus et al. (2020) measured perceptions of obligation being
violated versus fulfilled, finding that helping strangers was judged as fulfilling an obligation less
than helping family members, and failing to help strangers was judged as violating an obligation
less than failing to help family members, providing indirect support for the role of familial
obligations in moral evaluations. However, this work leaves open the question of whether
perceived obligations directly influence moral evaluations. Consistent with these findings, people
judged agents who helped strangers as nicer than agents who helped friends (Marshall et al.,
2020), but they judged agents who failed to help strangers as less immoral or less mean than
agents who failed to help friends (Haidt & Baron, 1996; Marshall et al., 2020).
Overall, the available evidence suggests that people perceive others as having special
familial obligations, and these perceptions may in turn influence moral evaluations.
Current Research
While recent research has started to explore perceptions of different kinds of relationshipbased obligations and their role in moral evaluations (see Everett et al., 2018; Hughes, 2017;
Law et al., under review; Marshall et al., 2020; McManus et al., 2020), many questions remain
unexplored.
As expected via the evolutionary theory of kin altruism (Hamilton, 1964), and, consistent
with previous research on helping/saving intentions (Bleske-Rechek et al., 2010; Burnstein et al.,
1994; Sznycer et al., 2016) and in-lab prosocial behavior (Madsen et al., 2007), we explore the
possibility that people will judge others as having an especially strong obligation to help their
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closest genetic relatives, followed by a weaker obligation to help more distant genetic relatives,
and, last, an even weaker (or perhaps absent) obligation to help unrelated others. We focus our
experiments on siblings, cousins, and strangers, as previous research suggests that people
reliably distinguish among these categories when judging perceived kinship and when reporting
their own helping/saving intentions (Bleske-Rechek et al., 2010; Burnstein et al., 1994)1.
Crucially, we directly explore how obligation beliefs are related to beliefs about moral character,
and whether obligation beliefs are themselves influenced by individual differences in moral
values. Importantly, our experiments targeted everyday, low-stakes helping behavior, rather than
high-stakes (e.g., life or death) situations (see Table 2 for an example scenario and its variants);
this approach is a relatively stringent test of o

h po he e gi en pa

ok

ho ing enhanced

discrimination among relationships in high-stakes scenarios. We next summarize each
e pe imen , in he con e

of o

gene al h po he e (b

ee H po he e

ec ion

i hin each

experiment for more detail).
Experiment 1 is an attempt to address limitations of and further extend recent research
(e.g., Everett et al., 2018; Hughes, 2017; Law et al., under review; McManus et al., 2020). We
adopt a new procedure and new measures to explore how people make judgments of agents who
can and ultimately do help siblings, cousins, and strangers. Here, we focus on non-dilemma
contexts, expecting graded differences in judgment to track with genetic relatedness between a
helping agent and their beneficiary. For example, we expect people to judge agents as having
stronger obligations to help siblings than cousins, and in turn, to judge agents who help siblings
as less morally good than agents who help cousins. Experiment 2 is a high-powered, preregistered replication that investigates non-dilemma and prosocial dilemma contexts.
Furthermore, Experiment 2 offers a richer characterization of the determinants and consequences
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of differential obligations by examining whether obligation beliefs are influenced by selfreported moral values, and by directly testing how obligation judgments lead to moral character
judgments. Here, we expect endorsement of family values (Curry et al., 2019) and ingroup
loyalty (Graham et al., 2011) to lead to judging others as having stronger obligations to help their
family, whereas we instead expect endorsement of impartial beneficence (Kahane, Everett, et al.,
2018) to lead to judging others as having stronger obligations to help strangers. We also expect
obligation judgments to directly influence moral character judgments.
Open Science
All materials, including experimental stimuli, data, and analysis code and output are
available on our Open Science Framework (OSF) page at
(https://osf.io/expmr/?view_only=6e80bfb029e64d02baaafe276a61d425). All analyses were
conducted in R version 4.0.2 (R Core Team, 2020); all plots were created using the ggplot2
package (Wickham, 2016); all descriptive statistics were computed using the psych package
(2019); and all standardized effect sizes were computed using effsize (Torchiano, 2020) and
sjstats packages (Ludecke, 2020). Experiment-specific packages are communicated within the
results section of each experiment. We note that Experiment 1 was not pre-registered, but
Experiment 2 was pre-registered at
(https://osf.io/6q4kr/?view_only=8033c65c9dfc41bcbc528fe94409e4e8).
As both experiments were fully within-participants designs, for all comparisons of
interest, we report both dz and dav as standardized measures of effect size. dz (a standardized
difference score) is reported for two reasons: (1) In paired samples t-tests, the unit of analysis is
the difference score, as opposed to raw condition scores; (2) dz is used in power analyses for
within-participants comparisons and therefore can be used to power similarly designed within-
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participants experiments. dav (a a ian of cla ical Cohen d, the point estimate of which is
unaffected by the correlation between repeated measurements) is also reported because it can be
used to make effect size comparisons across experimental designs and therefore can be used in
meta-analyses that simultaneously investigate effects drawn from within- and betweenparticipants experiments (see Lakens, 2013).
Importantly, because we did not pre-register statistical outlier removal methods, all
analyses are conducted on data which simply excludes duplicate responses and participants who
failed any attention check. However, for all reported condition comparisons, we conducted
robustness checks and demonstrated that none of our results were the product of statistical
outliers (see the supplemental online materials [SOM] on our OSF page). Where possible, both
Pea on r and Spea man ρ correlation coefficients are presented here to rule out the
possibility of (non-)associations being due to extreme datapoints or non-normality. Additionally,
for all reported correlations, we also conducted robustness checks and demonstrated that none of
o

e l

e e he p od c of a i ical o lie . No abl , Pea on r and Spea man ρ

estimates tended to converge after applying stringent outlier removal thresholds (see SOM).
Experiment 1
Experiment 1 was conducted to address limitations of, and further extend, recent work on
perceptions of familial obligations and their impact on moral evaluations. First, and most
importantly, we extended the theoretical scope of prior work by explicitly manipulating how
closely related agents were to their potential (and eventual) beneficiaries, as opposed to simply
manipulating whether agents were related to their beneficiaries. We expected stronger obligation
judgments, and lower moral character judgments, as genetic relatedness between agents and
beneficiaries increased. Second, in past work (McManus et al., 2020), people simultaneously
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made judgments of the extent to which agents violated or fulfilled an obligation and how morally
bad or good agents were only after helping occurred. Experiment 1 improved upon these
methods in two ways by (1) employing a more interpretable measure of our key concept of
obligation, and (2) measuring obligation judgments before helping occurred. Specifically, we
measured whether there exists an obligation to help, and how strong of an obligation there is to
help, as it is unclear how people interpreted the obligation measure from past work. We also
employed a two-stage experimental procedure, with obligation judgments being made before
(and moral character judgments after) helping occurred, to avoid people retrospectively assigning
obligations after knowing whether helping occurred.
Method
Participants. We decided a priori to collect data from 240 participants to obtain 200 analyzable
responses (see Statistical Power for further justification). All participants were U.S. residents
ec i ed and compen a ed ia Ama on Mechanical T k. Af e e cl ding d plica e IP
addresses (n = 1) and participants who failed to correctly answer two scenario-relevant memory
questions (n = 33), this yielded a final N = 206 (34% female, MAge = 35.49 years).
Design. This study utilized a one-factor, three-level (Relation: Stranger vs Cousin vs Sibling)
within-subjects design. Specifically, participants were asked to make judgments of an agent who
could and eventually did help (1) a stranger, (2) a cousin, and (3) a sibling. Consistent with prior
research on this topic (McManus et al., 2020), genetic relatives were always presented as
otherwise like strangers (i.e., they had not been seen or spoken to in years); this was done to
guard against criticisms that obligation judgments and moral judgments may be due to
participants inferring that agents were simply engaging in direct reciprocity with their genetic
relatives (which frequently occurs in the real world). Therefore, we take our results to represent
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judgments that are primarily a function of pure familial obligations, as opposed to a combination
of familial and reciprocity-based obligations.
Procedure. After consenting, participants learned that they would be presented with short stories
and asked to evaluate people in each story. They then read three separate stories about agents
who engaged in helping behavior. Importantly, we used a two-stage procedure, adopted from
recent developmental research on how relational obligations affect social evaluations (Marshall
et al., 2020): each story was presented in two segments, with a pre-outcome judgment task
followed by a post-outcome judgment task. Each condition differed in who eventually benefitted
f om he agen

help (Rela ion: S ange

Co in

Sibling). The p e en a ion o de of

conditions was randomized across participants, and no story was repeated across conditions
within the same participant. Additionally, assignment of all possible combinations of stories to
conditions were evenly presented across participants (three stories to three conditions = 6
combinations in total).
Measures. In the pre-outcome segment, roughly half of all participants made judgments about
whether the agent had an obligation to help (0 = no; 1 = yes), whereas the other half of
participants made judgments about how much of an obligation the agent had to help (1 = none at
all to 5 = a great deal). A no ed in E pe imen 1 introduction, we adopted these measures
because of interpretation problems with the original obligation measure of McManus et al.
(2020). In the post-o come egmen , af e he agen

helping beha io had been e ealed, all

participants made the same judgmen abo

mo al cha ac e (1 = extremely bad to 4

he agen

= neither bad nor good to 7 = extremely good). We also collected confidence judgments that
followed each obligation judgment, which were not of interest for the current paper.
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Statistical Power. Sample size was based on an internal meta-analysis reported in McManus et
al. (2020)

pplemen al online ma e ial . Specificall , hei mo al cha ac e effec i e hen

comparing agents who helped stranger to agents who helped distant genetic relatives was dz =
0.19 [0.10, 0.28]. Our final sample size (N = 206) gave us sufficient statistical power to replicate
these previously documented moral character judgment effects, while also allowing us to
investigate the existence of relatively larger effects for our new operationalization of obligation
judgments. A sensitivity analysis on this final sample size determined, for each Likert-scale
measure, which effect sizes could be reliably detected with 80% statistical power, assuming twotailed tests at an alpha level = 0.05 (Faul, Erdfelder, Lang, & Buchner, 2007). For the Likertscale obligation measure (N = 96), we were able to detect effects of dz = 0.29. For the moral
character measure (N = 206), we were able to detect effects of dz = 0.20.
Hypotheses
(1) For our binary obligation measure: Fewer participants will judge agents as having an
obligation to help a stranger than to help a sibling. Fewer participants will judge agents as
having an obligation to help a stranger than to help a cousin. And, fewer participants will
judge an agent as having an obligation to help a cousin than to help a sibling.
(2) For our Likert-scale obligation measure: Participants judge agents as having less of an
obligation to help a stranger than to help a sibling. Participants will judge agents as having
less of an obligation to help a stranger than to help a cousin. And, participants will judge
agents as having less of an obligation to help a cousin than to help a sibling.
(3) Participants will judge agents as more morally good after having helped a stranger compared
to after having helped a sibling. Participants will judge agents as more morally good after
having helped a stranger compared to after having helped a cousin. And, participants will
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judge agents as more morally good after having helped a cousin compared to after having
helped a sibling.
Results
Obligation. As expected, agents who could help a genetically more distant other were judged as
having a weaker obligation to help (and, for the binary measure, judged by fewer participants as
having an obligation) than agents who could help a genetically closer other. See Figures 1 and 2
for judgments plotted by condition, and Table 2 for more detailed statistics.
(Binary: No vs Yes). Pairwise McNemar tests, using the package rcompanion (Mangiafico,
2020), were conducted to investigate differences in proportions. Fewer participants judged that
agents had an obligation to help a stranger (22%) than to help a sibling (52%), z = -4.53, p <
.001; fewer participants judged that agents had an obligation to help a stranger (22%) than to
help a cousin (41%), z = -3.06, p = .002; and fewer participants judged that agents had an
obligation to help a cousin (41%) than to help a sibling (52%), z = -2.00, p = .046. All
comparisons survived Holm-Bonferroni corrections to p-values.
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Figure 1. Proportion of participants judging an agent as having an obligation to help as a
function of how closely related the agent was to the potential beneficiary.
(Likert: Strength). Paired-samples t-tests were conducted to investigate differences in Likertscale judgments. Agents who could help a stranger were judged as less obligated to help than
agents who could help a sibling, t(95) = -6.40, p < .001, dz = -0.65 [-0.87, -0.43], dav = -0.88 [1.20, -0.56]; agents who could help a stranger were judged as less obligated to help than agents
who could help a cousin, t(95) = -4.66, p < .001, dz = -0.48 [-0.69, -0.26], dav = -0.64 [-0.94, 0.34]; and agents who could help a cousin were judged as no less obligated to help than agents
who could help a sibling, t(95) = -1.62, p = .109, dz = -0.17 [-0.37, 0.04], dav = -0.22 [-0.49,
0.05]. All comparisons survived Holm-Bonferroni corrections to p-values. Even though this last
test did not reach statistical significance, we do not interpret it as direct support for the null.
Specifically, we note that the point estimates are closer to what we consider to be theoretically
meaningful effect sizes (i.e., |dz| = 0.20) than they are to zero. In the spirit of being conservative,
15

however, we acknowledge that more data are necessary to conclusively rule out the null.

Figure 2. Violin plo of j dgmen of agen
eng h of obliga ion o help as a function of how
closely related the agent was to the potential beneficiary (1 = none at all to 5 = a great deal). In
each violin, solid horizontal lines in boxplots represent medians, whereas diamonds represent
means.
Moral Character. As expected, people judged agents as more morally good when agents helped
a stranger than when agents helped a family member. However, moral character judgments did
not differ between agents who helped differently related family members. See Figure 3 for
judgments plotted by condition, and Table 1 for more detailed statistics.
Agents who helped a stranger were judged as more morally good than agents who helped a
sibling, t(205) = 2.69, p = .008, dz = 0.19 [0.05, 0.33], dav = 0.18 [0.05, 0.31]; agents who helped
a stranger were judged as more morally good than agents who helped a cousin, t(205) = 3.61, p <
.001, dz = 0.25 [0.11, 0.39], dav = 0.22 [0.10, 0.34]; however, agents who helped a cousin were
16

judged no differently than agents who helped a sibling, t(205) = -0.64, p = .523, dz = -0.04 [-0.18,
0.09], dav = -0.04 [-0.18, 0.09]. All of these comparisons survived Holm-Bonferroni corrections
to p-values. Although this last test does not directly support the null hypothesis, and confidence
intervals suggest that our data are consistent with possible small effects, we note that the point
estimates are closer to zero than they are to effects that we consider as theoretically meaningful
(i.e., |dz| = 0.20). However, is it possible that our experimental design could have contributed to
this null effect (see Experiment 1 Discussion).

Figure 3. Violin plo of j dgmen of helping agen mo al cha ac e a a f nc ion of ho
closely related the agent was to their beneficiary (1 = extremely bad, 4 = neither bad nor good, 7
= extremely good). Dashed horizontal line depicts the midpoint of the scale. In each violin, solid
horizontal lines in boxplots represent medians, whereas diamonds represent means.
Experiment 1 Discussion
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In adopting this new design and new obligation measures, we found supporting evidence
for our obligation hypotheses. For participants who responded to our binary obligation measure,
fewer participants judged that agents had an obligation to help a stranger than to help a sibling or
a cousin, and fewer participants judged that agents had an obligation to help a cousin than to help
a sibling. Similarly, in responding to our Likert-scale obligation measure, a separate set of
participants judged agents as having less of an obligation to help a stranger than to help a sibling
or a cousin, and less of an obligation to help a cousin than to help a sibling (though this last
effect did not reach statistical significance). However, this null effect should not be interpreted as
direct support for the null, as the effect size estimate was almost identical to an effect size
estimate for one of the significant moral character comparisons (with the primary difference
being a much smaller sample size for obligation judgments; see Table 1). Together, these results
suggest that as genetic relatedness between a potential helper and potential beneficiary increases,
a stronger obligation is perceived as present. In Experiment 2, we increase sample size to reduce
uncertainty regarding this hypothesis.
We found mixed evidence in favor of our hypotheses about moral character judgments.
Agents who helped a stranger were judged as more morally good than agents who helped a
cousin or a sibling, but agents who helped a cousin were judged no differently from agents who
helped a sibling. Although the cousin versus sibling comparison showed a null effect (with a
near-zero effect size), it is possible that this was due to our experimental design. That is, because
participants evaluated all three le el of gene ic ela edne

(incl ding

ange ), i i po ible

that, after seeing that the agents helped, people simply assigned both cousins and siblings to the
category of family. In turn, due to the stark contrast between non-family beneficiaries and family
beneficiaries, this could have resulted in an insensitivity in moral character judgments to the
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difference between helping a cousin and helping a sibling; both agents fulfilled an obligation
about which there is a clear consensus (i.e., to help family). We explicitly test this alternative
explanation in Experiment 2 by having participants only consider two levels of relatedness.
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Table 1. Experiment 1 Judgments by Relation Factor (Split by Comparison)
Distant

Close

p

r

dz

dav

STR vs SIB
Binary
Oblig

22%

52%

< .001

---

---

---

Likert
Oblig

1.86
(1.01)

2.91
(1.31)

< .001

0.09

Moral

6.47
(0.85)

6.32
(0.87)

.008

0.53

0.19
[0.05, 0.33]

0.18
[0.05, 0.31]

STR vs CUZ
Binary
Oblig

22%

41%

.002

---

---

---

Likert
Oblig

1.86
(1.01)

2.61
(1.33)

< .001

0.10

Moral

6.47
(0.85)

6.28
(0.94)

< .001

0.63

0.25
[0.11, 0.39]

0.22
[0.10, 0.34]

CUZ vs SIB
Binary
Oblig

41%

52%

.046

---

---

---

Likert
Oblig

2.61
(1.33)

2.91
(1.31)

.109

0.11

-0.17
[-0.37, 0.04]

-0.22
[-0.49, 0.05]

-0.65
-0.88
[-0.87, -0.43] [-1.20, -0.56]

-0.48
-0.64
[-0.69, -0.26] [-0.94, -0.34]

6.28
6.32
.523
0.53
-0.04
-0.04
(0.94)
(0.87)
[-0.18, 0.09] [-0.18, 0.09]
Note. STR = Stranger; CUZ = Cousin; SIB = Sibling. Different rows (e.g., STR vs SIB and STR
vs CUZ) correspond to different comparisons. Means and (SDs) are reported in the first two
columns. Correlation coefficients, r, are reported so dz and dav effects sizes can be calculated
directly from descriptive statistics. Brackets underneath effect sizes denote 95% confidence
intervals.
Moral
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Experiment 2
Experiment 2 served two general aims. First, in Experiment 1, we were surprised by the
lack of discrimination between cousins and siblings for both moral character and obligation
judgments. However, it is possible that our experimental design and limited statistical power
were the reasons for these null effects. Specifically, when people are presented with scenarios in
which agents help strangers, cousins, and siblings, the most salient category boundary may be
between family and non-family. Judgments patterns therefore may have conformed to this binary
categorization. Furthermore, for obligation judgments specifically, we were constrained by small
sample size. In Experiment 2, we addressed these issues by having people consider only two
levels of relatedness and by increasing the sample size for obligation judgments. Second, there
was clear heterogeneity in obligation judgments in Experiment 1 (see Figure 2). This prompted
us to investigate how perceptions of obligations are influenced by individual differences in moral
values. Importantly, we sought to explore these associations not just in the contexts studied in
Experiment 1, but also in contexts investigated in prior work in which agents are presented with
a choice of whom to help (see Everett et al., 2018; Hughes, 2017; McManus et al., 2020).
Including these additional measures and experimental manipulations allowed us to further
understand how moral values influence obligation judgments, and how obligation judgments
directly influence moral character judgments, across different contexts.
Method
Participants. All participants were U.S. residents recruited and compensated via Prolific2. We
decided a priori to collect data from 690 participants to obtain 600 analyzable responses (see
https://osf.io/6q4kr/?view_only=8033c65c9dfc41bcbc528fe94409e4e8 for our pre-registration).
This sample size was chosen to yield 200 responses per between-participants condition (see
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Statistical Power for further justification). However, when applying our pre-registered exclusion
criteria (excluding duplicate IP addresses and participants who failed any of three attention
checks), we did not meet the 200 responses threshold for one of our between-participants
conditions. Therefore, we collected data from an additional 10 participants; after reapplying our
exclusion criteria, this yielded the desired sample size for each between-participants condition
(NTotal = 611, 52.4% female, MAge = 31.52 years).
Design. This study used a 2 (Relation: Distant vs Close) x 2 (Choice Context: No Choice vs
Choice)
Con e

3 (Rela edne

Be een Beneficia ie ) mi ed de ign, in hich Rela ion and Choice

e e manip la ed i hin-participants, whereas Relatedness Between Beneficiaries was

manipulated between participants (see below). Specifically, participants were asked to make
judgments of an agent who helped (1) a genetically distant other (e.g., cousin), (2) a genetically
closer other (e.g., sibling), (3) a genetically distant other instead of a genetically closer other, and
(4) a genetically closer other instead of a genetically distant other. Additionally, participants
were randomly assigned to one of three conditions which varied in how related the target agents
were to both beneficiaries. One group of participants read stories involving agents helping
strangers and siblings; a second group of participants read stories involving agents helping
strangers and cousins; and a third group of participants read stories involving agents helping
co in and ibling . Impo an l , No Choice condi ion did no mean ha he agen had o
help; rather, agents decided whether to help, but they did not have to make a choice about whom
to help only one possible beneficiary was present in he cena io. Simila l , Choice
conditions did not mean that agents were forced to make a choice; instead, agents decided to
help, but they chose to help one of the two potential beneficiaries. Consistent with Experiment 1,
genetic relatives were always described as otherwise like strangers.
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We note that the intention behind this design was not to conduct hypothesis tests by
comparing between-participants conditions, as we would lack adequate statistical power to detect
small effects for such comparisons. Rather, the between-participants conditions serve as a test of
alternative interpretations for null effects from Experiment 1. Moreover, these betweenparticipants manipulations serve as internal conceptual replications of within-participants effects
under varying conditions.
Procedure. E pe imen 2 p oced e a an e en ion of he p oced e of E pe imen 1. Af e
consenting, participants were randomly assigned to one of the three between-participants
conditions. Before engaging in the experimental task, however, participants completed an
ostensibly unrelated judgment task where they rated the moral character of two agents who
differed dramatically in their extreme (im)moral behavior. This task was included to decrease the
likelihood of floor or ceiling effects in the experimental task, where agents engaged in relatively
less extreme behavior. Following the non-experimental task, participants learned that they would
be presented with four short stories and be asked to evaluate people in each story. Similar to
Experiment 1, the presentation of condition order was randomized across participants, and no
story was repeated across conditions within the same participant (with all possible combinations
of stories to conditions being evenly presented across participants [four stories to four conditions
= 24 combinations in total]). Experiment 2 used an identical two-stage procedure as Experiment
1, with a pre-outcome judgment task followed by a post-outcome judgment task for each story
(see Table 2 for an example scenario and its variants). After participants finished the
experimental task, they filled out subscales from three separate moral values questionnaires. The
order of questionnaires and the order of items within each questionnaire were randomized across
participants.
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Experimental Task Measures. In the pre-outcome segment, participants made judgments about
how much of an obligation the agent had to help (0 = none at all to 100 = a great deal). In the
post-outcome segment, participants made similar moral character judgments as in Experiment 1
and Experiment 2 (0 = extremely bad to 50 = neither bad nor good to 100 = extremely good).
We adopted 0 to 100 scales to allow participants to make finer-grained distinctions than was
possible in Experiment 1. We also collected pre-outcome ratings of how likely the agent was to
help, and what proportion of the population would help if in the same situation. However, neither
of these ratings was the focus of this paper.
Importantly, in contexts where agents did not have to consider whether to help one of two
po en ial beneficia ie (i.e., No Choice condi ion ), pa icipan made onl one obliga ion
judgment (as there was only one potential beneficiary). However, in conditions where agents did
have to consider whether to help one of
pa icipan made

o po en ial beneficia ie (i.e., Choice condi ion ),

o obliga ion j dgmen (one j dgmen abo

he a ge agen

obliga ion o

help each potential beneficiary). When conducting analyses on obligations judgments in the
latter conditions, ratings were averaged across the potential beneficiaries that were of the same
Relation to the target agent, which allowed us to conduct all pre-registered tests (see the
Indice

bheading of o

p e-registration). For example, when participants read a story in

which an agent ultimately helped a stranger instead of a cousin, and a separate story in which an
agen

l ima el helped a co in in ead of a

ange , pa icipan

o

ange obliga ion

judgments were averaged into one stranger obligation judgment, whereas their two cousin
obligation judgments were averaged into one cousin obligation judgment. This indexing did not
appl

o mo al cha ac e j dgmen beca e pa icipan j dged he agen

they knew who the agent had helped.
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cha ac e onl after

Moral Values Measures. After participants completed the experimental task, they responded to
b cale of h ee epa a e mo al al e q e ionnai e . Pa icipan
al e

e ponded o he famil

b cale of he Mo ali -as-Cooperation Questionnaire (MAC-Q; Curry, Jones

Che e , & an Li a, 2019), he ing o p lo al

b cale of he Mo al Fo nda ion

Questionnaire (MFQ-30; Graham et al., 2011), and he impa ial beneficence

b cale of he

Oxford Utilitarianism Scale (OUS; Kahane, Everett, et al., 2018).
The subscales from the MAC-Q and the MFQ-30 both contain further subscales within
them, one referring to moral judgment and the other referring to moral relevance. In this paper,
consistent with our pre-registration, we averaged judgment and relevance subscales together
within each questionnaire, resulting in single scores for MAC-Q
each between-participants dataset), and MFQ-30

ing o p lo al

famil

al e

(α = 0.73

(α = 0.92 for
0.80 for each

between-participants dataset). All reported results are qualitatively similar when using individual
judgment and relevance subscales (see SOM). The OUS

impa ial beneficence

b cale (α =

0.74 0.78 for each between-participants dataset) does not have constituent subscales.
Statistical Power. As reported in our pre-registration, we aimed for at least 200 participants per
between-participants condition. Each of the final sample sizes (NStranger/Sibling = 203; NStranger/Cousin
= 203; NCousin/Sibling = 205) yielded at least 80% power to detect within-participant mean
differences of dz = 0.20, and correlations of r = 0.20, assuming two-tailed tests at an alpha level =
0.05.
Hypotheses
Here, we communicate our pre-registered (see
https://osf.io/6q4kr/?view_only=8033c65c9dfc41bcbc528fe94409e4e8) and non-pre-registered
hypotheses in full:
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(1) Agents who can help a genetically distant other will be judged as having less of an obligation
than agents who can help a genetically close other. Similarly, agents who can help either a
distant other or a close other will be judged as having less of an obligation to help the distant
other. This is predicted to occur within each between-participants condition, or henceforth,
within each dataset (i.e., two simple effects within each dataset: H1-H3 of our preregistration).
(2) Agents who ultimately help a genetically distant other will be judged as more morally good
than agents who help a genetically close other, but agents who help a more distant other
instead of a closer other will be judged as less morally good than agents who help a closer
other instead of a more distant other. This is predicted to occur within each dataset (i.e., a
cross-over interaction and two simple effects within each dataset: H4-H6 of our preregistration).
(3) In No Choice condi ion , obliga ion diffe ence co e (i.e., di an o he
o he

min

clo e

a ing ) ill be nega i el co ela ed i h mo al cha ac e diffe ence co e . This is

predicted to occur within each dataset (H7-H9 of our pre-registration). Although we did not
pre-register hypotheses about this relationship in the Choice conditions, we planned to
investigate it. We speculated that there would be positive correlations between obligation
difference scores and moral character difference scores. An additional non-pre-registered
possibility we acknowledged was that these relationships might exist at the intra-individual
level, as tested by repeated-measures correlations (see Bakdash & Marusich, 2017).
(4) In No Choice conditions, endorsement of family values will be uncorrelated with obligation
judgments to help strangers, but positively correlated with obligation judgments to help
genetic relatives (H10a, H11a, and H12 of our pre-registration). Although we did not pre-
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register these relationships within the Choice conditions, we speculated that the same
relationships would hold. We also predicted that endorsement of family values would be
negatively correlated with obligation difference scores in No Choice conditions (but only in
the two datasets in which beneficiaries were not themselves related: H10b and H11b of our
pre-registration). We did not pre-register these relationships within the Choice conditions,
but we speculated that the same relationships would hold.
(5) We made identical predictions for how endorsement of ingroup loyalty would relate to
obligation judgments (H13-H15 of our pre-registration). Importantly, though, as noted in our
pre- egi

a ion ( ee E plo a o

Anal i ), e pec la ed ha he e ela ion hip migh be

weaker or less consistent for ingroup loyalty than for family values, as ingroup loyalty does
not distinguish family from other ingroup categories.
(6) In both No Choice and Choice conditions, endorsement of impartial beneficence will be
positively correlated with obligation judgments to help strangers (H16-H17 of our preregistration). Although we did not have clear predictions about how endorsement of impartial
beneficence would relate to obligation judgments to help family, we planned to investigate
them. We also planned to investigate how impartial beneficence related to obligation
diffe ence co e ( ee E plo a o

Anal i

of o

p e-registration). Here, we speculated

that impartial beneficence might be positively related to obligation difference scores,
suggesting that the more impartial beneficence is endorsed, the more similar obligation
judgments to help genetically distant and genetically close others would be. However, we
also speculated that even strong endorsers of impartial beneficence may still distinguish
between distant and close others, as familial obligations may be a special category of
obligations that are unaffected by expansiveness of moral concern.
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Table 2. Example Story and its Experimental Variants.
No
Choice

Choice

Distant

Close

Pre-Outcome:
Bella was sitting on the subway when an
injured woman on crutches boarded the
train. Bella did not recognize this woman;
she was a stranger. The train was already
so full that many people were standing
because all of the seats were taken. For
the injured woman to sit down, someone
needed to help by standing up and giving
her their seat.

Pre-Outcome:
Bella was sitting on the subway when an
injured woman on crutches boarded the
train. Bella realized that she recognized
this woman; she was Bella i e hom
Bella had not seen or spoken to in years.
The train was already so full that many
people were standing because all of the
seats were taken. For the injured woman,
Bella i e , to sit down, someone
needed to help by standing up and giving
her their seat.

Post-Outcome:
Bella decided to stand up and offer her
seat to the injured stranger.

Post-Outcome:
Bella decided to get up and offer her seat
to her injured sister.

Pre-Outcome:
Bella was sitting on the subway when two
injured women on crutches boarded the
train at the same stop. Bella did not
recognize one of the women; she was a
stranger. However, Bella recognized the
other woman as her sister whom she had
not seen or spoken to in years. The train
was already so full that many people were
standing because all of the seats were
taken. For either of the injured women to
sit down, someone needed to help by
standing up and giving them their seat.

Pre-Outcome:
Bella was sitting on the subway when two
injured women on crutches boarded the
train at the same stop. Bella did not
recognize one of the women; she was a
stranger. However, Bella recognized the
other woman as her sister whom she had
not seen or spoken to in years. The train
was already so full that many people were
standing because all of the seats were
taken. For either of the injured women to
sit down, someone needed to help by
standing up and giving them their seat.

Post-Outcome:
Bella decided to stand up and offer her
seat to the injured stranger instead of her
injured sister.

Post-Outcome:
Bella decided to stand up and offer her
seat to her injured sister instead of the
injured stranger.

Note: Unde lining ignifie ph a e ha changed be een Di an and Clo e condi ion .
Fo E pe imen 3, Di an and Clo e changed meaning depending on andom assignment
to different between-pa icipan condi ion (i.e., Di an
a no al a S ange , and
Clo e a no al a Sibling; ee Me hod ec ion). Impo an l , pa icipan ne e a he
same scenario across conditions; rather, scenarios were randomly assigned to each condition
for each participant. See SOM for all stories and their manipulations across experiments3.
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Results
Consistent with the layout of our hypotheses, analyses will be reported for each measure
i hin each da a e . A a eminde , b

da a e ,

e mean an independen ample of pa icipan

who completed the fully within-participants design under slightly different conditions (i.e., with
varying levels of relatedness between beneficiaries). First, condition differences in obligation
judgments and moral character judgments will be presented. Second, correlations between
obligation judgments and moral judgments will be presented. Last, correlations between moral
values and obligation judgments will be presented. We report relationships between moral values
and moral character judgments in the SOM (as we did not make any predictions about these
associations).
Obligation Strength. To foreshadow our results within each dataset, as predicted, in No Choice
conditions, agents who could help a genetically more distant other were judged as less obligated
to help than agents who could help a genetically closer other. Similarly, in Choice conditions, for
agents who could help a genetically more distant other or a genetically closer other, they were
judged as less obligated to help a genetically more distant other. See Figure 4 for judgments
plotted by dataset and condition, and Table 3 for more detailed statistics.
Specifically, in No Choice conditions, agents who could help a stranger were judged as
less obligated to help than agents who could help a sibling, t(202) = -6.16, p < .001, dz = -0.43 [0.57, -0.29], dav = -0.54 [-0.73, -0.36]; agents who could help a stranger were judged as less
obligated to help than agents who could help a cousin, t(202) = -6.28, p < .001, dz = -0.44 [-0.58,
-0.30], dav = -0.57 [-0.76, -0.38]; and agents who could help a cousin were judged as less
obligated to help than agents who could help a sibling, t(204) = -2.49, p = .014, dz = -0.17 [-0.31,
-0.04], dav = -0.19 [-0.34, -0.04]. In Choice conditions, agents were judged as less obligated to
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help a stranger than a sibling, t(202) = -11.48, p < .001, dz = -0.81 [-0.96, -0.65], dav = -0.67 [0.80, -0.55]; agents were judged as less obligated to help a stranger than a cousin, t(202) = 10.25, p < .001, dz = -0.72 [-0.87, -0.56], dav = -0.49 [-0.59, -0.39]; and agents were judged as
less obligated to help a cousin than a sibling, t(204) = -7.13, p < .001, dz = -0.50 [-0.64, -0.35],
dav = -0.22 [-0.28, -0.16].

Figure 4. Violin plo of j dgmen of agen
eng h of obliga ion o help a a f nc ion of ho
closely related the agent was to the potential beneficiary and whether another potential
beneficiary was available to help instead (0 = none at all to 100 = a great deal). Different rows
correspond to different datasets. In each violin, solid horizontal line in boxplots represent
medians, whereas diamonds represent means.
Moral Character. To foreshadow our results within each dataset, as predicted, all 2 (Relation) x
2 (Alternative) interactions emerged. In No Choice conditions, agents who helped a more
genetically distant other were judged as more morally good than agents who helped a more
gene icall clo e o he ; ho e e , con i en

i h E pe imen 1
30

e l , hi difference

disappeared in the dataset in which agents helped cousins and siblings. In Choice conditions,
within all datasets, the opposite pattern emerged: agents who helped a more genetically distant
other instead of a more genetically close other were judged as less morally good than agents who
did the opposite. See Figure 5 for judgments plotted by dataset and condition, and Table 3 for
more detailed statistics.
When agents helped strangers and siblings, a 2 x 2 within-subjects ANOVA revealed an
interaction pattern on moral character judgments, F(1, 202) = 44.26, p < .001, ηp2 = 0.18. This
pattern replicated when agents helped strangers and cousins, F(1, 202) = 13.14, p < .001, ηp2 =
0.06, as well as when agents helped cousins and siblings, F(1, 204) = 21.49, p < .001, ηp2 = 0.10.
Specifically, in No Choice conditions, agents who helped a stranger were judged as more
morally good than agents who helped a sibling, t(202) = 2.69, p = .008, dz = 0.19 [0.05, 0.33], dav
= 0.19 [0.05, 0.32]; agents who helped a stranger were judged as more morally good than agents
who helped a cousin, t(202) = 2.77, p = .006, dz = 0.19 [0.06, 0.33], dav = 0.18 [0.05, 0.30];
however, agents who helped a cousin were judged no differently from agents who helped a
sibling, t(204) = 0.35, p = .730, dz = 0.02 [-0.11, 0.16], dav = 0.02 [-0.10, 0.15]. Although this last
test was unable to directly support the null hypothesis, and confidence intervals suggest that our
data are consistent with possible small effects, we note that the point estimates are closer to zero
than they are to very small effects that some researchers may consider as theoretically
meaningful (i.e., |dz/dav| = 0.10). In Choice conditions, agents who helped a stranger instead of a
sibling were judged as less morally good than agents who did the opposite, t(202) = -5.90, p <
.001, dz = -0.41 [-0.55, -0.28], dav = -0.54 [-0.73, -0.35]; agents who helped a stranger instead of
a cousin were judged as less morally good than agents who did the opposite, t(202) = -2.41, p =
.017, dz = -0.17 [-0.31, -0.03], dav = -0.23 [-0.41, -0.04]; and agents who helped a cousin instead
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of a sibling were judged as less morally good than agents who did the opposite, t(204) = -5.12, p
< .001, dz = -0.36 [-0.50, -0.22], dav = -0.43 [-0.60, -0.26].

Figure 5. Violin plo of j dgmen of agen mo al cha ac e a a f nc ion of ho clo el
related the agent was to their beneficiary and whether another potential beneficiary was available
to help instead (0 = extremely bad to 50 = neither bad nor good to 100 = extremely good).
Different rows correspond to different datasets. Dashed horizontal line depicts the midpoint of
the scale. In each violin, solid horizontal line in boxplots represent medians, whereas diamonds
represent means.

Moral Character ~ Obligation Strength. We reiterate here that, for testing the relationship
between obligation judgments and moral character judgments, we pre-registered hypotheses only
about difference score correlations in No Choice conditions; therefore, we caution readers to take
this into account when interpreting other results. However, we also note that replications across
datasets should be considered as strong evidence for any reported effect, regardless of pre32

registration. We focus first on between-individual relationships, using difference score
correlations (where all difference scores were calculated by subtracting judgments involving
clo e o he f om j dgmen in ol ing di an o he ). Second, e foc

on i hin-

individual relationships, using repeated-measures correlations. See Figure 6 for difference score
relationships plotted by dataset, and Table 4 for an organized presentation of difference score
and repeated-measures correlation statistics.
For difference score correlations, using the package correlation (Makowski, BenShacha , Pa il, & L decke, 2020), e epo bo h Pea on r and Spea man ρ to rule out the
possibility of (non-)associations being due to extreme data points or non-normality. To
foreshadow our results, in No Choice conditions, obligation difference scores were not correlated
with moral character difference scores, contrary to our pre-registered hypotheses (H7-H9).
However, in Choice conditions, obligation difference scores were positively correlated with
moral character difference scores. These relationships held across all datasets.
Specifically, in No Choice conditions, obligation difference scores in the dataset
involving strangers and siblings were not related to moral character difference scores, r(201) =
0.07 [-0.06, 0.21], p = .316; ρ(201) = 0.02 [-0.12, 0.16], p = .769. This non-association replicated
in the dataset involving strangers and cousins, r(201) = 0.03 [-0.11, 0.16], p = .702; ρ(201) =
0.04 [-0.10, 0.17], p = .591. And this non-association replicated in the dataset involving cousins
and siblings, r(203) = -0.03 [-0.17, 0.10], p = .635; ρ(203) = -0.04 [-0.18, 0.09], p = .523.
Although these tests are unable to directly support the null hypothesis (i.e., no relationship), and
confidence intervals suggest that our data are consistent with possible small effects, we note that
most of the point estimates are closer to zero than they are to very small effects that some
researchers may consider theoretically meaningful (i.e., |r/ρ| = 0.10).
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In Choice conditions, however, obligation difference scores in the dataset involving strangers
and siblings were positively correlated with moral character difference scores, r(201) = 0.18
[0.05, 0.31], p = .009; ρ(201) = 0.16 [0.02, 0.29], p = .026. This positive correlation replicated in
the dataset involving strangers and cousins, r(201) = 0.39 [0.27, 0.50], p < .001; ρ(201) = 0.29
[0.16, 0.41], p < .001. And this positive correlation replicated (but was weaker) in the dataset
involving cousins and siblings, r(203) = 0.19 [0.06, 0.32], p = .006; ρ(203) = 0.13 [-0.01, 0.26], p
= .061. Although this last test was unable reject the null, we do not interpret it as direct support
of the null. It is worth noting that the point estimates are consistent in direction with effect sizes
with those in the first two datasets, and, moreover, the point estimates are closer to effect sizes
that we powered our tests to detect than they are to zero. However, in the spirit of being
conservative, we acknowledge that more data are necessary to conclusively rule out the null.

Figure 6. Scatterplots of moral character differences scores as a function of obligation difference
co e . Diffe ence fo each a iable e e calc la ed b
b ac ing clo e o he j dgmen
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f om di an o he j dgmen . Diffe en o co e pond o diffe en datasets; different
columns correspond to different levels of Choice Context factor (left = No Choice, right =
Choice). Solid shaded lines show OLS regression best-fits.
Next, within each dataset, using the package rmcorr (Bakdash & Marusich, 2020), we
analyzed within-person associations between obligation judgments and moral character
judgments. Similar to above, we separated these analyses into two parts: relationships within No
Choice conditions and relationships within Choice conditions. In No Choice conditions,
obligation judgments were consistently uncorrelated with moral character judgments. In Choice
conditions, however, obligation judgments were consistently positively correlated with moral
character judgments. These relationships held across all datasets.
Specifically, in No Choice conditions, obligation judgments were not correlated with
moral character judgments in the dataset involving strangers and siblings, r(202) = -0.01 [-0.15,
0.13], p = .884. This non-association replicated in the dataset involving strangers and cousins,
r(202) = -0.05 [-0.19, 0.09], p = .451. And, this non-association replicated in the dataset
involving cousins and siblings, r(204) = -0.04 [-0.17, 0.10], p = .597. In Choice conditions,
however, obligation judgments were positively correlated with moral character judgments in the
dataset involving strangers and siblings, r(202) = 0.37 [0.25, 0.49], p < .001. This positive
correlation replicated in the dataset involving strangers and cousins, r(202) = 0.41 [0.29, 0.52], p
< .001. And, this positive correlation replicated in the dataset involving cousins and siblings,
r(204) = 0.31 [0.18, 0.43], p < .001.
Obligation Strength ~ Moral Values. Here too, we reiterate that we pre-registered hypotheses
about relationships between moral values and obligation judgments only in No Choice
conditions; although we caution readers to take this into account when interpreting other results,
we again note that any across-dataset replications should be taken as strong evidence of the
35

e i ence of an effec . And again, e epo Pea on r and Spea man ρ for completeness. To
foreshadow our results, we consistently found that endorsement of family values and ingroup
loyalty were more strongly positively correlated with obligation judgments to help genetically
close (versus genetically distant) others. We also consistently found that endorsement of
impartial beneficence was positively correlated with obligation judgments to help strangers. See
Figures 7, 8, and 9 for relationships plotted by dataset and condition, and Table 5 to compare
Pea on and Spea man co ela ion ac o

da a e and mo al al e q e ionnai e .

(Family Values). In No Choice conditions, endorsement of family values in the dataset
involving strangers and siblings was positively correlated with obligation judgments toward
strangers, r(201) = 0.23 [0.09, 0.36], p = .001, ρ(201) = 0.22 [0.09, 0.35], p = .001, and
positively (and more strongly) correlated with obligation judgments toward siblings, r(201) =
0.35 [0.23, 0.47], p < .001, ρ(201) = 0.35 [0.22, 0.47], p < .001. This general pattern (i.e., a
stronger relationship for close others than distant others) replicated in the dataset involving
strangers and cousins; there was no correlation between family values and obligation judgments
toward strangers, r(201) = 0.06 [-0.07, 0.20], p = .365, ρ(201) = 0.07 [-0.07, 0.21], p = .304, but
a positive correlation with obligation judgments toward cousins, r(201) = 0.22 [0.08, 0.34], p =
.002, ρ(201) = 0.22 [0.08, 0.34], p = .002. The same general pattern held in the dataset involving
cousins and siblings; there was a positive correlation between family values and obligation
judgments toward cousins, r(203) = 0.26 [0.12, 0.38], p < .001, ρ(203) = 0.27 [0.14, 0.39], p <
.001, and a (much stronger) positive correlation with obligation judgments toward siblings,
r(203) = 0.48 [0.36, 0.58], p < .001, ρ(203) = 0.50 [0.38, 0.59], p < .001.
In the dataset involving strangers and siblings, endorsement of family values was
negatively associated with obligation difference scores, r(201) = -0.12 [-0.25, 0.02], p = .084,
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ρ(201) = -0.16 [-0.29, -0.02], p = .023. This negative association replicated in the dataset
involving strangers and cousins, r(201) = -0.14 [-0.27, < 0.01], p = .053, ρ(201) = -0.17 [-0.30, 0.03], p = .018. And, this negative association replicated in the dataset involving cousins and
siblings, r(203) = -0.21 [-0.34, -0.08], p = .002, ρ(203) = -0.18 [-0.31, -0.05], p = .008. Pea on
r estimates in the first two datasets did not pass the alpha level threshold. However, because the
point estimates of the first two difference score correlations are closer to an effect size that we
powered our tests to detect (i.e., |r| = 0.20) than they are to zero, and their lower bound
confidence intervals include that effect size, we do not interpret these effects as support for the
n ll. Mo eo e , Spea man ρ estimates, which are less influenced by extreme data points, do
support rejection of the null in each dataset. Nevertheless, we acknowledge that more data are
necessary to conclusively rule out the null and to obtain precise and accurate effect sizes.
In Choice conditions, endorsement of family values in the dataset involving strangers and
siblings was positively correlated with obligation judgments toward strangers, r(201) = 0.25
[0.12, 0.38], p < .001, ρ(201) = 0.26 [0.13, 0.39], p < .001, and positively (and more strongly)
correlated with obligation judgments toward siblings, r(201) = 0.43 [0.31, 0.54], p < .001, ρ(201)
= 0.43 [0.31, 0.54], p < .001. This pattern replicated in the dataset involving strangers and
cousins; there was a positive correlation between family values and obligation judgments toward
strangers, r(201) = 0.19 [0.05, 0.32], p = .008, ρ(201) = 0.18 [0.04, 0.31], p = .010, and a
(stronger) positive correlation with obligation judgments toward cousins, r(201) = 0.36 [0.24,
0.48], p < .001, ρ(201) = 0.36 [0.23, 0.47], p < .001. The same pattern held in the dataset
involving cousins and siblings; there was a positive correlation between family values and
obligation judgments toward cousins, r(203) = 0.32 [0.19, 0.44], p < .001, ρ(203) = 0.34 [0.21,
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0.45], p < .001, and a (slightly stronger) positive correlation with obligation judgments toward
siblings, r(203) = 0.40 [0.28, 0.51], p < .001, ρ(203) = 0.43 [0.31, 0.53], p < .001.
In the dataset involving strangers and siblings, endorsement of family values was
negatively associated with obligation difference scores, r(201) = -0.30 [-0.42, -0.17], p < .001,
ρ(201) = -0.28 [-0.41, -0.15], p < .001. This negative association replicated in the dataset
involving strangers and cousins, r(201) = -0.30 [-0.42, -0.17], p < .001, ρ(201) = -0.30 [-0.42, 0.16], p < .001. And, this negative association replicated in the dataset involving cousins and
siblings, r(203) = -0.23 [-0.36, -0.10], p < .001, ρ(203) = -0.18 [-0.30, -0.04], p = .012.

Figure 7. Scatterplots of self- epo ed famil al e and j dgmen of an agen
eng h of
obligation as a function of how closely related the agent was to each potential beneficiary.
Different rows correspond to different datasets; different columns correspond to different levels
of Choice Context factor (left = No Choice, right = Choice). Solid shaded lines show OLS
regression best-fits.
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(Ingroup Loyalty). In No Choice conditions, endorsement of ingroup loyalty in the
dataset involving strangers and siblings was positively correlated with obligation judgments
toward strangers, r(201) = 0.29 [0.16, 0.41], p < .001, ρ(201) = 0.29 [0.16, 0.41], p < .001, and
positively correlated with obligation judgments toward siblings, r(201) = 0.32 [0.19, 0.44], p <
.001, ρ(201) = 0.33 [0.20, 0.45], p < .001. This general pattern (i.e., a stronger relationship for
close than distant others) replicated in the dataset involving strangers and cousins; there was no
correlation between ingroup loyalty and obligation judgments toward strangers, r(201) = 0.04 [0.10, 0.18], p = .555, ρ(201) = 0.08 [-0.05, 0.22], p = .229, but a positive correlation with
obligation judgments toward cousins, r(201) = 0.16 [0.02, 0.29], p = .026, ρ(201) = 0.18 [0.04,
0.31], p = .011. This same general pattern held in the dataset involving cousins and siblings;
there was a positive correlation between ingroup loyalty and obligation judgments toward
cousins, r(203) = 0.17 [0.03, 0.30], p = .014, ρ(203) = 0.16 [0.02, 0.29], p = .021, and a
(stronger) positive correlation with obligation judgments toward siblings, r(203) = 0.25 [0.11,
0.37], p < .001, ρ(203) = 0.23 [0.10, 0.36], p < .001.
In the dataset involving strangers and siblings, endorsement of ingroup loyalty was not
associated with obligation difference scores, r(201) = -0.05 [-0.18, 0.09], p = .505, ρ(201) = 0.10 [-0.24, 0.04], p = .149. This non-association replicated in the dataset involving strangers and
cousins, r(201) = -0.10 [-0.24, 0.04], p = .152, ρ(201) = -0.12 [-0.25, 0.02], p = .093. And, this
non-association replicated in the dataset involving cousins and siblings, r(203) = -0.07 [-0.21,
0.06], p = .288, ρ(203) = -0.04 [-0.17, 0.10], p = .615. Even though each relationship is in the
expected direction, we interpret the consistent non-associations, as well as the half of the
estimates being closer to zero than an effect size we considered as theoretically meaningful, as
evidence of absence for a relationship between ingroup loyalty and obligation difference scores.
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Again though, we acknowledge that more data and the use of equivalence tests are necessary to
conclusively rule out (1) the existence of effect sizes that we consider as theoretically
meaningful, which we powered our tests to detect (i.e., |r/ρ| = 0.20), and (2) even smaller effect
sizes that some researchers may consider as theoretically relevant (i.e., |r/ρ| = 0.10). See Lakens
(2017) and Lakens, Scheel, and Isager (2018) for discussions of equivalence testing.
In Choice conditions, endorsement of ingroup loyalty in the dataset involving strangers
and siblings was positively correlated with obligation judgments toward strangers, r(201) = 0.22
[0.09, 0.35], p = .001, ρ(201) = 0.23 [0.10, 0.36], p < .001, and positively (and more strongly)
correlated with obligation judgments toward siblings, r(201) = 0.36 [0.24, 0.48], p < .001, ρ(201)
= 0.37 [0.24, 0.48], p < .001. This pattern replicated in the dataset involving strangers and
cousins; there was a positive correlation between ingroup loyalty and obligation judgments
toward strangers, r(201) = 0.22 [0.08, 0.35], p = .002, ρ(201) = 0.23 [0.09, 0.35], p = .001, and a
(stronger) positive correlation with obligation judgments toward cousins, r(201) = 0.37 [0.24,
0.48], p < .001, ρ(201) = 0.36 [0.23, 0.47], p < .001. The same pattern held in the dataset
involving cousins and siblings; there was a positive correlation between ingroup loyalty and
obligation judgments toward cousins, r(203) = 0.16 [0.02, 0.29], p = .021, ρ(203) = 0.15 [0.01,
0.28], p = .032, and a (stronger) positive correlation with obligation judgments toward siblings,
r(203) = 0.24 [0.10, 0.36], p < .001, ρ(203) = 0.24 [0.11, 0.36], p < .001.
In the dataset involving strangers and siblings, endorsement of ingroup loyalty was
negatively associated with obligation difference scores, r(201) = -0.24 [-0.37, -0.11], p < .001,
ρ(201) = -0.23 [-0.36, -0.10], p < .001. This negative association replicated in the dataset
involving strangers and cousins, r(201) = -0.27 [-0.39, -0.13], p < .001, ρ(201) = -0.24 [-0.37, 0.11], p < .001. However, the negative association was inconsistent in the dataset involving
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cousins and siblings, r(203) = -0.20 [-0.33, -0.06], p = .004, ρ(203) = -0.08 [-0.22, 0.06], p =
.242. In he la da a e , hile Pea on r suggested a relationship, Spea man ρ suggested that
this relationship was due to extreme datapoints. However, because this relationship was evident
in the prior two datasets, we acknowledge that more data are necessary to conclusively rule out
(or provide direct support for) the null regarding the association between ingroup loyalty and
differences in obligation strength to help cousins versus siblings.

Figure 8. Scatterplots of self- epo ed ing o p lo al and j dgmen of an agen
eng h of
obligation as a function of how closely related the agent was to each potential beneficiary.
Different rows correspond to different datasets; different columns correspond to different levels
of Choice Context factor (left = No Choice, right = Choice). Solid shaded lines show OLS
regression best-fits.
(Impartial Beneficence). In No Choice conditions, endorsement of impartial beneficence
in the dataset involving strangers and siblings was positively correlated with obligation
judgments toward strangers, r(201) = 0.15 [0.02, 0.29], p = .027, ρ(201) = 0.16 [0.02, 0.29], p =
41

.023, and uncorrelated with obligation judgments toward siblings, r(201) = 0.08 [-0.05, 0.22], p
= .228, ρ(201) = 0.10 [-0.03, 0.24], p = .141. In the dataset involving strangers and cousins,
however, this pattern looked different. There was a positive correlation between impartial
beneficence and obligation judgments toward strangers, r(201) = 0.17 [0.03, 0.30], p = .015,
ρ(201) = 0.18 [0.04, 0.31], p = .010, and a positive correlation with obligation judgments toward
cousins, r(201) = 0.24 [0.11, 0.37], p < .001, ρ(201) = 0.24 [0.10, 0.36], p < .001. In the dataset
involving cousins and siblings; there was a positive correlation between impartial beneficence
and obligation judgments toward cousins, r(203) = 0.23 [0.10, 0.36], p < .001, ρ(203) = 0.26
[0.13, 0.38], p < .001, and a (stronger) positive correlation with obligation judgments toward
siblings, r(203) = 0.38 [0.25, 0.49], p < .001, ρ(203) = 0.37 [0.25, 0.49], p < .001. In the first
dataset, there was no relationship between impartial beneficence and obligation judgments to
siblings. However, in the third dataset, this same relationship is strong. Although we again
believe that more data are necessary to conclusively rule out the null, we take the results from the
third dataset and the consistent relationship with obligation judgments to help cousins as
evidence that endorsement of impartial beneficence is indeed related to obligation judgments to
help genetic relatives.
In the dataset involving strangers and siblings, endorsement of impartial beneficence was
not associated with obligation difference scores, r(201) = 0.05 [-0.09, 0.18], p = .515, ρ(201) =
0.02 [-0.12, 0.16], p = .785. This non-association replicated in the dataset involving strangers and
cousins, r(201) = -0.08 [-0.22, 0.06], p = .248, ρ(201) = -0.10 [-0.23, 0.04], p = .164. However, a
small negative association (which is in contrast to the expected direction) emerged in the dataset
involving cousins and siblings, r(203) = -0.14 [-0.27, < -0.01], p = .046, ρ(203) = -0.13, p = .056.
We take the majority of results (i.e., non-associations), as well as the inconsistent direction of
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effects, to suggest the absence of a relationship between impartial beneficence and differences in
obligation strength. Nevertheless, we acknowledge that more data (and the use of equivalence
tests) are necessary to conclusively rule out the existence of effect sizes that we and other
researchers consider as theoretically meaningful.
In Choice conditions, endorsement of impartial beneficence in the dataset involving
strangers and siblings was positively correlated with obligation judgments toward strangers,
r(201) = 0.31 [0.18, 0.43], p < .001, ρ(201) = 0.29 [0.16, 0.41], p < .001, and positively (but less
strongly) correlated with obligation judgments toward siblings, r(201) = 0.21 [0.08, 0.34], p =
.002, ρ(201) = 0.22 [0.09, 0.35], p = .001. This pattern replicated in the dataset involving
strangers and cousins; there was a positive correlation between impartial beneficence and
obligation judgments toward strangers, r(201) = 0.42 [0.30, 0.53], p < .001, ρ(201) = 0.40 [0.28,
0.51], p < .001, and a positive correlation with obligation judgments toward cousins, r(201) =
0.46 [0.34, 0.56], p < .001, ρ(201) = 0.45 [0.33, 0.55], p < .001. The same pattern held in the
dataset involving cousins and siblings; there was a positive correlation between impartial
beneficence and obligation judgments toward cousins, r(203) = 0.36 [0.24, 0.48], p < .001,
ρ(203) = 0.37 [0.24, 0.48], p < .001, and a positive correlation with obligation judgments toward
siblings, r(203) = 0.34 [0.22, 0.46], p < .001, ρ(203) = 0.37 [0.24, 0.48], p < .001.
In the dataset involving strangers and siblings, endorsement of impartial beneficence was
not associated with obligation difference scores, r(201) = 0.04 [-0.10, 0.18], p = .560, ρ(201) =
0.01 [-0.13, 0.15], p = .869. However, in the dataset involving strangers and cousins, impartial
beneficence was, surprisingly, negatively associated with obligation differences scores, r(201) =
-0.12 [-0.26, 0.01], p = .078, ρ(201) = -0.21 [-0.34, -0.07], p = .003. And, there was no
association in the dataset involving cousins and siblings, r(203) < -0.01 [-0.15, 0.13], p = .897,
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ρ(203) = -0.06 [-0.19, 0.08], p = .400. Here, again, we take the majority of results (i.e., nonassociations), as well as the inconsistent direction of effects, to suggest evidence of absence for a
relationship between impartial beneficence and differences in obligation strength. Nevertheless,
we acknowledge that more data (and the use of equivalence tests) are necessary to conclusively
rule out the existence of small but potentially theoretically meaningful effects.

Figure 9. Scatterplots of self-reported endorsement of impartial beneficence and judgments of an
agen
eng h of obliga ion a a f nc ion of ho clo el ela ed he agen a o each po en ial
beneficiary. Different rows correspond to different datasets; different columns correspond to
different levels of Choice Context factor (left = No Choice, right = Choice). Solid shaded lines
show OLS regression best-fits.
Experiment 2 Discussion
In line with our hypotheses, we found consistent evidence that agents are judged as
having less of an obligation to help a stranger than to help a sibling or a cousin, and less of an
obligation to help a cousin than to help a sibling (see H1-H3 of our pre-registration and #1 of
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E pe imen 2

H po he e

ec ion). The e effec held ac o

diffe en choice con e

. We

he efo e in e p e E pe imen 1 n ll effec (i.e., he compa i on of obliga ion j dgmen

o

help cousins versus siblings) as a false negative. We also found evidence in favor of our
hypotheses regarding moral character judgments (see H4-H6 of our pre-registration and #2 of
E pe imen 2

H po he e

ec ion). In con e

he e agen did no ha e o con ide a

choice about whom to help, agents who helped a stranger were judged as more morally good
than agents who helped a cousin or a sibling. However, contrary to our hypotheses, agents who
helped a cousin were judged as no more morally good than agents who helped a sibling.
Therefore, Experiment 2 rules out the alternative explanation for a null effect in Experiment 1:
ha he n ll effec

a d e o pa icipan

e plici l compa ing he mo al cha ac e of agen

who helped family members to the moral character of agents who helped non-family members.
Together, these results leave open the question of why, in these contexts, obligation judgments
were graded within the family category, but moral character judgments were not. We further
explore this question in the General Discussion. Meanwhile, in contexts where agents had to
consider helping one of two potential beneficiaries, our hypotheses regarding moral character
judgments were supported across all datasets. Agents who chose to help genetically closer others
instead of genetically more distant others (e.g., siblings instead of cousins) were judged as more
morally good than agents who chose to help genetically more distant others instead of genetically
close others.
Our hypotheses about differences in perceived obligation strength relating to differences
in moral character found partial support (see H7-H9 of our pre-registration and #3 of Experiment
2

H po he e

ec ion). In con e

he e agen did no ha e o con ide a choice abo

whom to help, we found no evidence that differences in obligation strength were negatively
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associated with differences in moral character. However, we found consistent (across-dataset)
evidence of these differences being positively associated in contexts where agents had to
consider helping one of two potential beneficiaries. That is, people who highly discriminated
be een an agen

obliga ion o help di an

e

clo e o he al o highl di c imina ed

between agents who helped distant versus close others in their moral character judgments. We
replicated these non-associations and positive associations, respectively, at the intra-individual
level of analysis, using repeated-measures correlations. That is, in contexts where agents had to
consider helping one of two potential beneficiaries, when people judged agents as more obligated
to help one of the potential beneficiaries, they also tended to judge the agents as more morally
good for helping that beneficiary (see Bakdash and Marusich, 2017, for further discussion of the
difference between traditional correlations and repeated-measures correlations, and the
importance of investigating both between-participant and within-participant associations).
Together, these (non-)relationships suggest that the link between perceived obligation strength
and subsequent moral evaluations is more complicated than we and others (e.g., Marshall et al.,
2020; McManus et al., 2020) originally hypothesized. We expand on this issue in the General
Discussion.
When investigating the relationship between self-reported moral values and perceived
obligation strength, our hypotheses were largely supported (see H10-H17 of our pre-registration
and #s 4-6 of E pe imen 3

H po he e

ec ion). Al ho gh endo emen of famil

al e and

ingroup loyalty were sometimes positively associated with perceptions of obligations to help
strangers, they were consistently and more strongly positively associated with obligation
judgments to help family members. Moreover, when these associations, for distant others and
close others, were somewhat similar in magnitude within the same dataset, the raw change in
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perceived obligation strength was always larger for genetically closer others compared to
genetically more distant others. That is, compared to people who did not strongly endorse family
values and ingroup loyalty, people who strongly endorsed these values were more discriminating
in their judgments of obligations to help genetically close versus genetically distant others. This
suggests that these values are especially important in structuring perceptions of obligations that
are based on relatedness. By contrast, even though endorsement of impartial beneficence,
somewhat surprisingly, was often positively associated with perceptions of obligations to help
family, it was always positively associated with perceptions of obligations to help strangers. We
further expand on the implications of these findings in the General Discussion.
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Table 3. Experiment 2 Judgments by Relation and Choice Context Factors (Split by Dataset)
Distant

Close

p

r

28.02
(30.19)

45.34
(33.41)

< .001

0.21

Moral

83.85
(14.53)

81.07
(15.46)

.008

0.52

Oblig

25.27
(22.96)

43.29
(28.87)

< .001

0.65

-0.81
-0.67
[-0.96, -0.65] [-0.80, -0.55]

Moral

58.92
(19.48)

68.79
(16.89)

< .001

0.15

-0.41
-0.54
[-0.55, -0.28] [-0.73, -0.35]

22.62
(29.18)

40.87
(34.51)

< .001

0.16

-0.44
-0.57
[-0.58, -0.30] [-0.76, -0.38]

Moral

83.25
(15.56)

80.45
(16.13)

.006

0.59

Oblig

25.19
(24.22)

38.04
(27.40)

< .001

0.77

-0.72
-0.49
[-0.87, -0.56] [-0.59, -0.39]

Moral

63.90
(19.45)

68.08
(17.71)

.017

0.11

-0.17
-0.23
[-0.31, -0.03] [-0.41, -0.04]

43.17
(34.07)

49.69
(34.84)

.014

0.41

-0.17
-0.19
[-0.31, -0.03] [-0.34, -0.04]

Moral

81.11
(15.48)

80.76
(16.34)

.730

0.59

0.02
[-0.11, 0.16]

Oblig

41.90
(26.81)

48.14
(28.86)

.003

0.90

-0.50
-0.22
[-0.64, -0.35] [-0.28, -0.16]

STR vs SIB
No Choice
Oblig

dz

dav

-0.43
-0.54
[-0.57, -0.29] [-0.73, -0.36]
0.19
[0.05, 0.33]

0.19
[0.05, 0.32]

Choice

STR vs CUZ
No Choice
Oblig

0.19
[0.06, 0.33]

0.18
[0.05, 0.30]

Choice

CUZ vs SIB
No Choice
Oblig

0.02
[-0.10, 0.15]

Choice

60.08
67.53
< .001
0.28
-0.35
-0.43
(17.71)
(17.08)
[-0.50, -0.22] [-0.60, -0.26]
Note. STR = Stranger; CUZ = Cousin; SIB = Sibling. Different rows (e.g., STR vs SIB and STR
vs CUZ) correspond to different datasets. Means and (SDs) are reported in the first two columns.
Correlation coefficients, r, are reported so dz and dav effect sizes can be calculated directly from
descriptive statistics. Brackets underneath effect sizes denote 95% confidence intervals.
Moral
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Table 4. E pe imen 2 Pea on r and Spea man ρ Correlations Between Obligation
Judgments and Moral Character Judgments by Choice Context Factor (Split by Dataset)
Difference
Score
Correlations
r

ρ

RepeatedMeasures
Correlations
r

STR vs SIB
.07
.02
-.01
No Choice
.18 **
.16 *
.37 ***
Choice
STR vs CUZ
.03
.04
-.05
No Choice
***
***
.39
.29
.41 ***
Choice
CUZ vs SIB
-.03
-.04
-.04
No Choice
**
.19
.13
.31 ***
Choice
Note: STR = Stranger; CUZ = Cousin; SIB = Sibling. Different row headers (e.g., STR vs SIB
and STR vs CUZ) correspond to different datasets. Difference score is calculated by subtracting
obligation judgments to help genetically closer others from obligation judgments to help more
genetically distant others (i.e., Distant Close). *** p .001; ** p .010; * p .050; p .100
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Table 5. E pe imen 2 Pea on r and Spea man ρ Correlations Between Moral Values and
Obligation Judgments by Relation and Choice Context Factors (Split by Dataset)
MAC-Q
Family
Values
r

MFQ
Ingroup
Loyalty
ρ

r

ρ

OUS
Impartial
Beneficence
r
ρ

STR vs SIB
No Choice
.29 ***
.29 ***
.15 *
.16 *
Distant .23 *** .22 ***
.32 ***
.33 ***
.08
.10
Close .35 *** .35 ***
*
-.16
-.05
-.10
.05
.02
Difference -.12
Choice
.22 ***
.23 ***
.31 ***
.29 ***
Distant .25 *** .26 ***
***
***
***
***
**
.43
.36
.37
.21
.22 ***
Close .43
-.24 *** -.23 ***
.04
.01
Difference -.30 *** -.28 ***
STR vs CUZ
No Choice
.07
.04
.08
.17 *
.18 **
Distant .06
.22 **
.16 *
.18 *
.24 ***
.24 ***
Close .22 **
*
-.17
-.10
-.12
-.08
-.10
Difference -.14
Choice
.18 **
.22 ***
.23 ***
.42 ***
.40 ***
Distant .19 **
***
***
***
***
***
.36
.37
.36
.46
.45 ***
Close .36
-.27 *** -.24 ***
-.12
-.21 **
Difference -.30 *** -.30 ***
CUZ vs SIB
No Choice
.17 *
.16 *
.23 ***
.26 ***
Distant .26 *** .27 ***
.25 ***
.23 ***
.38 ***
.37 ***
Close .48 *** .50 ***
**
**
*
-.18
-.07
-.04
-.14
-.13
Difference -.21
Choice
.16 *
.15 *
.36 ***
.37 ***
Distant .32 *** .34 ***
***
***
***
***
***
.43
.24
.24
.34
.37 ***
Close .40
-.20 **
-.08
-.00
-.06
Difference -.23 *** -.18 *
Note: STR = Stranger; CUZ = Cousin; SIB = Sibling. Different row headers (e.g., STR vs SIB
and STR CUZ) co e pond o diffe en da a e . Diffe ence i calc la ed b
b ac ing
obligation judgments to help genetically closer others from obligation judgments to help more
genetically distant others (i.e., Distant Close). *** p .001; ** p .010; * p .050; p .100
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General Discussion
Almost 10 years ago, Bloom (2011) identified a gap in our understanding and
investigation of moral psychology:
The problem is that most research in this field, including my own, focuses almost entirely
on how people make sense of, judge, and respond to interactions of unrelated strangers.
We have little to say about how people think of interactions that occur between parent
and child, brother and sister, and closely related individuals. We also often ignore moral
judgments and moral feelings that concern spouses, close friends, colleagues, allies, and
compatriots.
Bloom goes on to argue that these are precisely the interactions that matter most, and, in
n, ha he field fail e o e plo e hem lead o he de elopmen of heo ie ha do no
capture our everyday moral psychology. We recapitulate this concern by asking readers to recall
he e ce p f om La i a MacFa q ha

book Strangers Drowning. The current work aims to

understand a complex moral psychology that includes conflicting intuitions about individuals
who help strangers at the expense of their own family.
Contributing to the recent resurgence in research on the everyday moral psychology
demanded by Bloom (2011) and others (see Hester & Gray, 2020; Schein, 2020), the current
work zeroed in on one specific relationship and its link to morality: genetic kinship and the
obligations it entails (i.e., familial obligations). Our findings suggest that people view genetic
relatedness between potential helpers and beneficiaries to be a key determinant in perceived
strength of obligations to help. Agents were judged as having stronger obligations to help close
genetic relatives (i.e., siblings) than more distant genetic relatives (i.e., cousins) and nonrelatives (i.e., strangers), and agents were also judged as having stronger obligations to help
distant genetic relatives than non-relatives. Moreover, we found consistent evidence that
individual differences serve as additional determinants of perceived obligation strength.
Specifically, endorsement of family values (Curry et al., 2019) and ingroup loyalty (Graham et
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al., 2011) were consistently and more strongly positively associated with obligation judgments to
help family members than to help strangers, whereas endorsement of impartial beneficence
(Kahane, Everett, et al., 2018) was consistently positively associated with obligation judgments
to help strangers. Replicating prior research (Marshall et al., in prep; McManus et al., 2020), we
also found that perceived obligations appeared to inform moral judgments. On the one hand,
people judged agents who helped a stranger as more morally good than agents who helped a
family member. On the other hand, people judged agents who helped a stranger instead of a
family member as less morally good than agents who helped a family member instead of a
stranger. In extending our understanding of these previous patterns, consistent correlations
both the between- and within-individual levels of analysis

at

were found between obligation

judgments and moral character judgments in contexts where agents can make a choice of whom
to help, revealing when and how perceived obligations can directly impact moral judgment.
Determinants of Perceived Prosocial Obligation Strength
Consistent with prior research on helping and protecting intentions (Bleske-Rechek et al.,
2010; Burnstein et al., 1994; Greitemeyer et al, 2003; Kurzban et al., 2012; Lee & Holyoak,
2020; Petrinovich et al., 1993; Sznycer et al., 2016; Waytz et al., 2013; Weidman et al., 2019),
and actual prosocial behavior (Madsen et al., 2007), our results suggest that genetic relatedness is
important in shaping third-person perceptions of prosocial obligations. Though it may be argued
that strangers, cousins, and siblings differ on more than just genetic relatedness, we note that
participants in our experiments always knew that cousins and siblings had not seen or spoken to
one another in years (i.e., they were described as otherwise stranger-like). Therefore, as in past
o k (McMan

e al., 2020), o

e l canno impl be a ib ed o people a

mp ion

that siblings were more likely than cousins, and cousins more likely than strangers, to have
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helped one another in the recent past, an alternate route to differences in perceived obligation
strength.
Unexpectedly, across different choice contexts, differences in obligation strength were
smallest when comparing judgments to help cousins to judgments to help siblings, contrary to
what might be expected based on the evolutionary theory of kin altruism or differences in the
ela edne

coefficien (Hamil on, 1964). Tha i , hile he

e diffe ence in gene ic

relatedness between strangers and cousins is 12.5%, the difference between cousins and siblings
is 37.5%. If anything, people made obligation judgments that would suggest that the true
difference in relatedness between strangers and cousins was larger than that between cousins and
siblings (see Figures 2 and 4, and Tables 1 and 3). As a result, we speculate that, when people
make comparative judgments, specific categorizations may be most psychologically accessible,
ih

ange being ho gh of a

famil . In

no famil , and co in and ibling being ho gh of a

n, people ma no di ing i h be

een obligations to help members of the same

category (e.g., cousins and siblings) as much as they distinguish between obligations to help
members of different categories (e.g., cousins and strangers). This interpretation finds support in
recent research where adults distinguished between obligations to help strangers and family
members to a greater extent than between obligations to help friends and family members
(Marshall et al., in prep), which also suggests that friends and family may constitute a
superordinate category that excludes strangers (i.e., ingroup versus outgroup). Therefore, it is
possible not only that people generally think ingroup members have stronger obligations to help
one another than they do to help outgroup members, but also, people may think that hierarchies
exist within any ingroup category to determine who is most obligated to whom.
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In addition to genetic relatedness, we also documented important individual differences
that influence judgments of obligation strength (see Figures 7, 8, and 9, and Table 5).
Specifically, we hypothesized that endorsement of family values (Curry et al., 2019) and ingroup
loyalty (Graham et al., 2011) would be positively related to obligation judgments to help family
members. We hypothesized that endorsement of impartial beneficence, by contrast, would be
positively related to obligation judgments to help strangers. Across choice contexts, endorsement
of family values and ingroup loyalty were more strongly positively associated with obligation
judgments to help family members than non-family members, and more strongly positively
associated with obligation judgments to help close family members than distant family members.
Mo eo e , in line i h o

pec la ion ( ee he E plo a o

Anal i

bheading of o

pre-

registration), endorsement of family values tended to be more strongly associated with obligation
judgments to help family than did endorsement of ingroup loyalty. Importantly, when either set
of values was positively associated with obligation judgments to help genetically distant and
genetically close others at similar magnitudes, people who more strongly endorsed those values
judged agents as having much stronger obligations to genetically closer others. In direct support
of this, we found associations between these values and obligation differences (computed by
b ac ing clo e obliga ion j dgmen f om di an obliga ion j dgmen ),

ch ha , a

endorsement of these values increased, people made less similar obligation judgments to help
genetically distant versus genetically close others. While these associations were consistent
across datasets for family values, they were not consistent for ingroup loyalty. This suggests that
endorsement of family values is a better predictor of differential obligation judgments that
involve family members than endorsement of ingroup loyalty is, perhaps because the ingroup
loyalty foundation does not treat family as a special category. Therefore, we consider our results
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as additional validation of the moral relevance of family values, and its uniqueness relative to
ela ed con

c , a po i ed b

he ecen heo

of Mo ali -as-Coope a ion ( ee C

,

2016; Curry et al., 2019; Curry et al., 2019). Given our findings, we speculate that endorsement
of family values, but not ingroup loyalty, will relate to differences in real-world helping behavior
directed toward family versus non-family and close family versus distant family.
In contrast to family values, impartial beneficence (Kahane, Everett et al., 2018) was
sometimes positively associated with obligation judgments to help family members, but,
importantly, always positively associated with obligation judgments to help strangers. These
results suggest that endorsement of impartial beneficence may be associated with a general
tendency to believe helping is obligatory. Contrary to our expectations, however, impartial
beneficence was not consistently associated with obligation differences. That is, endorsement of
impartial beneficence did not close the gap in judgments about obligations toward genetically
distant and genetically close others. This was surprising because impartial beneficence, as
ope a ionali ed in he mo al p cholog li e a

e, i de c ibed a he

adical ie

ha

e

should treat the well-being of all sentient beings equally and that we are therefore required to
gi e a m ch mo al eigh o di an

ange a o o

clo e

ela i e

(Kahane, E e e , e

al., 2018). Our results point to a potential problem: impartial beneficence may not exactly track
with what it intends to. We consider two solutions. First, familial obligations may belong to a
special class of perceived obligations that are relatively immune to individual differences in
expansiveness of moral concern. That is, people who believe that they (and others) have
obligations to humanity in general may believe that they (and others) have even stronger
obligations to their family members. This account is consistent with our data and could explain
why endorsement of impartial beneficence was not related to differences in obligation
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judgments. Second, the fact that none of our scenarios involved helping through the distribution
of a finite but divisible resource may have produced the non-association. That is, endorsement of
impartial beneficence may close the gap in obligation judgments in contexts where an agent can
allocate a limited personal resource either equally or unequally (see Shaw, Choshen-Hillel, &
Caruso, 2018).
Consequences of Perceiving Differential Prosocial Obligations
In accordance with prior research on the impact of obligations on moral evaluations
(Everett et al., 2018; Hughes, 2017; Marshall et al., 2020; Marshall et al., in prep; McManus et
al., 2020), our results suggest that people make moral evaluations based on o he

f lfilling o

violating their familial obligations. In general, we found that agents who helped genetically
distant others were judged as more morally good than agents who helped genetically close
others, but agents who helped distant others instead of close others were judged as more morally
good than agents who did the opposite.
In contexts where there was only one potential beneficiary, however, one comparison did
not follow these patterns. Agents who helped a cousin were, on average, judged as no more
morally good than agents who helped a sibling. We consider two possibilities for this null effect.
First, while relatedness may be an important input for obligation strength, moral character
judgments may take additional inputs and may not even be primarily influenced by perceived
obligations. Indeed, extant work suggests that moral character judgments are influenced by many
variables, including but not limited to: the speed (Critcher, Inbar, & Pizarro, 2012) and ease with
which decisions are made (Everett, Pizarro, & Crockett, 2016), he agen

de i e (Inba ,

Pizarro, & Cushman, 2012), the amount of effort put forth (Bigman & Tamir, 2016), and whether
the agent behaves virtuously in public versus private (see Kraft-Todd, Kleiman-Weiner, &
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Young, under review). Second, and relatedly, familial obligations may not drive moral
evaluations in contexts where competing principles are absent (e.g., impartiality). In contexts
where agents considered the helping of one beneficiary at the expense of another, however, we
observed consistent differences in moral character judgments, suggesting that these may be the
contexts in which familial obligations are especially salient and thus influence moral evaluations
(see below).
We also investigated whether obligation judgments directly influence moral character
judgments at the across-individual and intra-individual levels of analysis (see Figure 6 and Table
4), rather than just on average. Our data suggest that, in contexts where agents do not have to
consider a choice about whom to help, there is no relationship between obligation judgments and
moral character judgments. Differences in obligation strength were unassociated with differences
in moral character. That is, there was not a consistent association whereby the more people
discriminated between genetically close and genetically distant others in their obligation
judgments, the more they discriminated (in the opposite direction) in their moral character
judgments of agents who helped close versus distant others. When investigating the
psychological process at the intra-individual level, again, there was no association between
obligation judgments and moral character judgments. That is, when people judged one agent as
more obligated to help than another, after helping occurred, they did not tend to judge the more
obligated agent as less morally good than the less obligated agent. On the other hand, in contexts
where agents had to consider a choice about whom to help, the relationship between these
judgments was clear. Differences in obligation strength were positively associated with
differences in moral character. Specifically, the more people discriminated between genetically
close and genetically distant others in their obligation judgments (with stronger obligations to
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help genetically closer others), the more they discriminated in their moral character judgments
between agents who helped close versus distant others (with more positive moral character
judgments for agents who helped genetically closer others). Moreover, when investigating the
psychological process at the intra-individual level, there was also a positive association: when
people judged agents as more obligated to help one potential beneficiary than another, they
tended to also judge agents as more morally good for helping that beneficiary. Together, our
results suggest that obligations may be especially salient in contexts where choices about helping
can or must occur, and in turn, this is when perceived obligations will be especially likely to
structure subsequent moral evaluations.
Limitations and Future Directions
The current research has several important limitations. First, although we report our
effects as being about perceived prosocial obligations (i.e., what people think others ought to do),
these effects could be interpreted as being about more general expectations (i.e., what people
think another [or most others] would do). However, there are empirical and conceptual reasons to
be skeptical of this account. Extant research suggests that general expectations and obligations
are separable, and they exert distinct influences on moral evaluations. For example, adults
believe that, from a third-party perspective, friends are almost as likely to help one another as
family members are, but, critically, they believe that family members are much more obligated to
help one another than are friends, resulting in judging unhelpful family members as much
meaner than unhelpful friends (Marshall et al., in prep). We also speculate that obligations and
expectations can be further disentangled experimentally. Specifically, we predict that
manip la ing an agen

p io beha io

o ld affec j dgmen of ho likel an agen
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o ld be

to offer their help, but, importantly, this would not affect judgments of whether the agent ought
to help. Ongoing research in our lab is investigating this possibility.
Second, e e al a ed onl U.S. ad l

j dgmen of p o ocial obliga ion , and o e a e

unable to make claims about their developmental trajectory in the U.S., or about their trajectory
and endpoint outside of the U.S. However, an emerging body of research has started
documenting exactly how younger and older children make obligation judgments. Specifically,
young children seem to not discriminate between family and non-family when making thirdperson obligation judgments, whereas older children and adults do make these distinctions (Dahl,
Gross, & Siefert, 2020; Marshall et al., in prep); this new work suggests that young children may
start out with more universal (versus parochial) conceptions of obligations. Although some
research has investigated the cross-cultural development of obligation beliefs (e.g., Miller,
Bersoff, & Harwood, 1990), its study is still ongoing (Marshall et al., in prep). In contrast to
these recent findings, infants seem to have a concept of ingroup obligation, expecting bystanders
of transgressions to later withhold help from the transgressor if the transgression was against the
b

ande

ing o p, b

no if he an g e ion a again

he b

ande

o g o p (Ting, He,

& Baillargeon, 2019). Nevertheless, there may be important differences between family versus
non-family and the more general ingroup versus outgroup categories, as other research also
suggests that infants (see Ting, Buyukozer Dawkins, Stavans, & Baillargeon, forthcoming, for a
review) and children may recognize that agents have special obligations to ingroup (but not
outgroup) members (Chalik & Dunham, 2020; Rhodes, 2012; Rhodes & Chalik, 2013; Weller &
Lagattuta, 2014). Regardless, mapping the developmental trajectories and endpoints of
obligation beliefs, within and across cultures, as well as within and across group categories, is an
exciting area for future research.
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Thi d, o

de ign foc ed on people

hi d-person judgments of unknown agents, which

e e made ba ed on e e el impo e i hed info ma ion (i.e., an agen

ingle in e ac ion). I i

unclear whether third-person judgments would be similar if people were judging their own
famil membe

beha io ha

as directed at either another family member or non-family.

Perhaps people would think that their own family members (or other close others, such as
friends) are especially obligated to help one another, and therefore they would be harsher in their
moral evaluations of their family members who neglected other family members (or of their
friends who neglected other friends). On the other hand, people will generally have stronger
(positive) priors about their own family members and friends versus acquaintances or strangers.
Therefore, even if people believe that their own family members or friends have strong
obligations to one another, when they fail to fulfill those obligations, people may more easily
generate alternative, positive explanations for their famil

and f iend beha io han he

would for strangers or acquaintances, leading to potentially rational differences in moral
evaluation (see Kim, Park, & Young, 2020). Supporting this claim, moral evaluations do differ
as a function of strength of priors, even for relatively unknown agents. Specifically, when people
a e gi en

ong ( e

eak) e idence of a no el agen

cha ac e , hei

o hine

judgments are more extreme (Kim, Mende-Siedlecki, Anzellotti, & Young, in press). A related
point is that people may make different judgments when they themselves are the recipients of
help or harm, perhaps with important social consequences. For example, when people witnessed
both friends and strangers stealing from them, even though people updated their impressions of
their friends less so than strangers (Park, Fareri, Delgado, & Young, 2020), the degree to which
people negatively updated their impression of their friends (relative to strangers) was associated
with having fewer real-world friends (Park & Young, 2020). Relatedly, when imagining having a
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di p e i h an acq ain ance, people j dged ha hei clo e f iend

aking he ide of he

acquaintance (or simply staying neutral) would be damaging to their friendship (Shaw, DeScioli,
Barakzai, & Kurzban, 2017). Altogether, future research should investigate how different
relationships and prior (strength of) evidence influence feelings and perceptions of obligations,
and therefore subsequent moral evaluations and social behavior.
Last, recent calls have been made for researchers to communicate constraints on the
generalizability of their findings (see Simons, Shoda, & Lindsay, 2017; Yarkoni, 2019). In
addition to the limitations already communicated, another issue is that we cannot be certain that
our experimental effects will generalize to new stimuli or new measures, as we only used a small
set of stimuli and measures to test our main hypotheses. However, the fact that other
researchers who have used different stimuli and different measures

have found similar effects

(Dahl, Gross, & Siefert, 2020; Everett et al., 2018; Hughes, 2017; Law et al., under review;
Marshall et al., 2020; Marshall et al., in prep) suggests that our experimental effects may indeed
generalize beyond our specific stimuli and measures. As discussed above, we measured
judgments of the presence and strength of obligations, as well as judgments of moral character.
But moral psychologists have explored many other judgments where obligations may be
operating, such as blame and praise, punishment and reward, and wrongness. Therefore, it is
worth exploring whether and how obligations directly influence these judgments as well.
Moreover, because we documented an effect of choice context on the direction of moral
character judgments, as well as on the between- and within-individual associations between
obligation and moral character judgments, an important open question is what other kinds of
contexts matter for perceptions of obligations and their impact on moral evaluations (see Haidt &
Baron, 1996; McManus et al., 2020, for demonstrations of how role obligations influence moral
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evaluations). Finally, as noted in our discussion of null effects for the relationship between
endorsement of impartial beneficence and obligation differences, another interesting question is
how varying features of the resource that is required for helping impacts perceptions of
obligations and their influence on moral judgment.
Conclusion
The current research provides an initial characterization of the determinants and
consequences of prosocial obligations, revealing that genetic relatedness influences perceived
obligation strength, which, in turn, directly influences moral evaluations in contexts where
agents can make a choice of whom to help. Moreover, these data suggest that there may be
important individual differences that contribute to beliefs about prosocial obligations, with
endorsement of family values, ingroup loyalty, and impartial beneficence being associated with
judgments of obligation strength. Although untested thus far, these findings may shed light on
how helping occurs in the real world, as beliefs about prosocial obligations may indeed
determine who helps whom. Together, these findings highlight that continuing to study morality
within the context of social relationships is important for understanding everyday moral
cognition, and perhaps everyday moral behavior.
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Context
Recent calls have been made for moral psychologists to include in their studies realworld information that is likely to influence moral intuitions, such as social relationships and
other important contextual information (Bloom, 2011; Hester & Gray, 2020; Schein, 2020). The
current research zeroed in on one specific kind of relationship and its relevance to morality:
genetic kinship and the obligations it entails (i.e., familial obligations). By broadening the
theoretical and methodological scope of prior work (Everett et al., 2018; Hughes, 2017;
McManus et al., 2020), this research sheds light on who perceives special obligations to family,
and when (i.e., in what contexts) and how (i.e., in what ways) these perceived obligations
structure moral judgment. Ongoing work in our lab is continuing to map the vast space of
obligations, identifying their determinants and consequences. By continuing this line of research,
we hope to better understand when and how people will be most likely to engage in helping
behavior themselves, and how to further encourage it.
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Footnotes
1. Burnstein et al. (1994) tested family members again
ange . The efo e, ha B n ein e al.

acq ain ance

ed acq ain ance

a he han

and fo nd ha people

discriminate between them and family members makes it especially likely that people
will discriminate between the relationship categories studied here.
2. Although we pre- egi e ed da a collec ion ia Ama on Mechanical T k (MT k),
before launching, our lab decided to temporarily switch to Prolific because of recent
issues with poor-quality data on MTurk.
3. Importantly, not all scenarios were structured such that the agent had a resource that
could only be used to help one potential beneficiary. For example, in one scenario, an
agent simply decided to help one of two new neighbors move furniture into their new
apartment, without it being clear that the agent only had limited time to help that day (see
he Mo ing F ni

e

cena io in he SOM).
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